Learn at home
The 3 Vlog Challenge
See behind-the-scenes with three of the UK’s top apprenticeship employers
Watch the following three vlogs featuring apprentice employers; Coca Cola, IBM & the House of Commons.
When you have viewed all of the vlogs, complete the quiz below to see what you can remember about their
apprenticeship schemes.

Coca Cola:
https://vimeo.com/383493408

IBM:
https://vimeo.com/383270388

House of Commons:
https://vimeo.com/370522463

1. Which organisation had an internal community group called ‘Girls Who Code’?

2. In which organisations were there possibilities of travelling abroad as an apprentice?

3. Which of the organisations invited their apprenticeship applicants along to an assessment centre?

4. Which organisation offered an apprenticeship in Property Maintenance?

5. Apprentices at which organisation were able to buy shares in their company?

6. Which organisation works across 130 countries?

7. Which type of digital interview did the below employers offer their applicants?
Coca Cola: 						IBM:
8. Which organisation has enough vacancies for each of the applicants who attends their assessment centre?

9. What were the apprenticeship roles of the 4 apprentices who were interviewed for the House of Commons?

10. What would you say was a common answer for what surprised the apprentices about their employers?
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Learn at home
The 3 Vlog Challenge
Answer sheet
1. Which organisation had an internal community group called ‘Girls Who Code’?
IBM
2. In which organisations were there possibilities of travelling abroad as an apprentice?
IBM and Coca Cola
3. Which of the organisations invited their apprenticeship applicants along to an assessment centre?
IBM, Coca Cola and the House of Commons
4. Which organisation offered an apprenticeship in Property Maintenance?
House of Commons
5. Apprentices at which organisation were able to buy shares in their company?
Coca Cola
6. Which organisation works across 130 countries?
Coca Cola
7. Which type of digital interview did the below employers offer their applicants?
Coca Cola: Phone interview 		

IBM: Video interview

8. Which organisation has enough vacancies for each of the applicants who attends their assessment centre?
IBM
9. What were the apprenticeship roles of the 4 apprentices who were interviewed for the House of Commons?
Plumber, Accounts Assistant, Business Administration, Project Management
10. What would you say was a common answer for what surprised the apprentices about their employers?
The range of apprenticeship job roles available at their organisation
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